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1 Introduction

Protein structure classi�cation plays an important role in understanding the relationship between

structure and function[1, 2, 3]. With the recent growth in the Protein Data Bank(PDB) there are

su�cient examples of many families to allow detail analysis. The resulting data provide important

information for protein engineering by revealing tolerances to mutations with a sequence. We have

developed PACADE(Protein Atomic Coordinate Analyzer with Deductive Engine)[4, 5] for clustering

the structure databank automatically into structural family. With comparison of super-secondary

structures described in logical and declarative rules, homologous super-secondary structures could be

searched for among protein structures in deductive database system.

2 Method and System

We used the dataset that consisted 186 proteins. To avoid redundant data in PDB, we limited the

kinds of protein to 186. This limitation was made based on the following criterion: 1) Eliminate data

of non-polypeptide and select data of non-model protein. 2) Choose data with the best resolution in

case that there are data on identical proteins, in di�erent resolution. 3) Eliminate incomplete data. 4)

Choose data for which the sequence has less than 80% identity to any other sequence. A modi�ed n-

stranded meander rule was used for describing the all super-secondary structure topologies. Structural

comparisons were performed as a round robin. The ratio of the number of similar super-secondary

structures to the number of the all super-secondary structures was used as a degree of structure

relatedness. Average linkage clustering method is applied to the structure relatedness matrix for

making clusters of similar super-secondary structures.



3 Conclusions

A hundred and eighty-six proteins are clustered mainly in alpha, beta, alpha/beta and alpha+beta

structure. Most of the proteins in some cluster have the same or related functions. For example,

calcium-binding proteins, sugar-binding proteins, serene proteinases, metallo proteases, immunoglob-

ulin family, aspartic proteinases are grouped in respective clusters.
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